Sony is the General Motors of 1/2" video. The Sony Corp. is already responsible for six different video recording formats (two 2" and one 3 1/2" cassette, and the old and new 1/2" formats) and they are not above making inexcusable references to new standards of portable recorders, none of which, it can be safely assumed, will be compatible with any existing equipment. Not only that, but the deficiencies that should have been corrected over the past few years have been either overlooked or over-ruled in favor of gimmickry and/or styling to the degree that it would not be unreasonable to expect a Sony portable with fins and a racing stripe rather than one with a more reliable playback system.

It seems impossible to convince Sony that anything less than a completely willing and ignorant consumer market exists where their video equipment is concerned. And, to a certain degree this has been true—up till now. But dissatisfaction with Sony is increasing due, in large part, to the advance publicity job that Ampex has done for its new cassette-recorder. The Ampex, although there appears to be only one prototype model in existence (and even it is not fully operational), has given the people who have seen it demonstrated or have read about it, enough of a taste of what they're missing (increased stability, self-threading etc.) to want to scrap Sony for good, at least in the portable field.

Another problem, although it is by no means true only of Sony, is that there is no real consumer feedback into the 1/2" video industry. It's a fact that the expanded uses and the tremendous wear that alternate cultures freaks put on video equipment is a much better proving ground for the equipment than all of Sony's engineers with all of their test equipment and yet there is no way for Sony, or any other manufacturer, to receive that information on a regular basis, considering of course, that they wanted to hear it.

The problems remain, like a sumo wrestler sitting squarely on our heads. The largest of them is that at this time, the video movement seems to be a one way street in terms of hardware, for if imports from Japan were suddenly to cease, the video movement, such as it is, would probably be forced out of existence from lack of the hardware around which it was created, and upon which it now depends. And, more realistically, since virtually all of the manufacturers are located in Japan (even Ampex is made by Toshiba) there is no way for a basically American movement, with as yet, little economic pull, to force positive responses out of huge foreign industries, like Sony. Even more disillusioning is the fact that, by comparison to other manufacturers, Sony looks quite good. Because Sony is not yet on the market and probably won't be until at least this winter, Panasonic is the closest competitor. But Panasonic does not yet market a portable recorder. The Ampex, although there appears to be only one prototype model in existence (and even it is not fully operational), has given the people who have seen it demonstrated or have read about it, enough of a taste of what they are missing (increased stability, self-threading etc.) to want to scrap Sony for good, at least in the portable field.

ADJUSTING THE VIEWFINDER

It's possible that after you use the portable camera for a while, the viewfinder monitor in the camera will slip out of adjustment. The symptoms are similar to what you see in the viewfinder is not what you see on the monitor. Adjusting the viewfinder monitor has no effect on how the camera functions but proper viewfinder adjustment is essential if you are interested in what you are shooting while you are shooting it. If you believe that your viewfinder is out of adjustment and you have an RF adapter or some way of plugging the camera into a monitor (e.g. a CMA 1 or 2) the procedure for setting up the viewfinder is as follows:

Connect the RF out plug into a TV set, plug in the camera to the deck, focus it on a well lit, high contrast object. Put the camera into the correct and adjust the camera and the TV to optimum picture. If the picture on the TV is a good representation of the scene the camera is seeing and the viewfinder monitor in the camera is markedly different from the picture on the TV screen, then there are four adjustments for the viewfinder monitor located on the circuit board that is to the right of the viewfinder monitor (with the lens of the camera pointed away from your body).

Unplug the camera and remove the camera cover. Replug the camera into the deck, making sure that none of the exposed parts of the camera are touching anything metallic. Put the deck back into "standby" mode.

The viewfinder controls are small black button shaped objects that extend out perpendicularly from the circuit board towards the viewfinder on thin, cardboard-like semicircular platforms. Each one has a small amount of white paint on it (the paint is put there at the factory in order to hold the adjustments made at the time of the factory alignment).

There is only one other viewfinder adjustment that you might want to try and that's the focus magnet. Unfortunately, it can be one of the most tedious operations in 1/2" video repair. It's only necessary when the picture on the TV monitor is in focus and the picture on the viewfinder is not.

The focus magnet, a dark grey donut shaped ring, is located just in front of the copper wrapping (yoke) around the viewfinder. The top of the magnet is covered with wax. The wax is what holds it in place. If the magnet is jarred or if the wax either melts or comes loose then the magnet not only makes the focus but also screws or keystones the picture on the viewfinder screen. The best tools for adjusting the magnet are a small hand held, hot air dryer and your fingers. The camera must be on during the adjustment and it's just a matter of your eye vs your patience. The wax should be heated with the hair dryer until it is pliable. Then the magnet should be moved back and forth until maximum focus is obtained and held in the proper position until the wax has had a chance to dry. Please, do not forget to keep the camera in optimum focus while you're trying to adjust the viewfinder focus magnet.

The most important thing to remember is that the viewfinder is not exactly analogous to a regular TV set. It is not adapted for regular adjustment. It is a pretty decent monitor for its size and limited usage and if it is not used or cut off and if your camera is in good shape electronically, it should need only infrequent adjustment.